What Would Life Be Like?

Sometimes I wonder what life would be like
If I was not a circle, but looked like a kite?
    I would have straight lines,
    and at least have some sides
But which shape would I be?
    I just can't decide, I just can't
    Decide!

What would life be like as a straight line
    Well I’d go on and on, “Just like time”

What would life be like as a triangle
    Well I’d have three sides, “And acute angle”

(Chorus)
    But I’m a circle and I’m perfectly smooth
    Have no angles like acute or obtuse
    I’m unique cause I’m related to pi
    And if you want a piece of me you have to go through my radii

What would life be like if I was a square
    Well I’d always be right and you’d say, “That’s no fair”

What would life be like as a polygon
    Well I’d have so many sides you’d have to “Count on and on”

(Chorus)